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trail at 11:00 o'clock Wednesday
voled for district
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night. They went at once to a
the other offices.
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George B. Thomas, of
The Celloway County Fiscal The home of Will Barnett. a house occupied by Lem McGreg- Such gratifying result have
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ternookin the convention which Clarence Luter left the put Roth & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, a shotgun in the hands of Mr.
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dation herd of Short Horn cit.and an elector. The delegation , ployment while absent and may ' with an average of eleven years, mates of the home.
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BILIOUS, HEADACHY,
SICK "CASCARETS" Kin Hubbard Essays
Gently oleanse your liver and
sluggish bowels while
. you sloop.
mpe • Vastest boa,
Sick.beadaebe, biliousness. Masl.
hese coated tongue. foul taMa sad Mei
breath alwavs trace them to torpid
liver, delayed. fermenting food in the
bowele or sour. gassy stomach
Poisonous matter clogged In the intomtit**. Instead of being east out
of the systetu Is reabsorbed into the
blood
When this poison reaches
delicate- brain tissue it cattalos con.
'motion and that dull. throbbing, Meb.
suing headache.
Casearets Immediately cleanse the
stomach, remove the sour, undigested
food and' foul eases, take the eaves.
bile from the liver and carry out all
the constipated waste matter and
poisons In the bowels.
A Cascoret to-night will surely
straighten you out by morning. Thee
work while you sleep-a 10-cent box
from your druggist means your head
clear. stemaeh sweet and your liver
and bowels regular for months. Adv.
Wire** Mee in Demand.
Radio operators are enlisting In
great nunihorsi tit ilte ranks of the hel.
Ilgerent nations or Euroee. It is reported that in the British navy alone
more than 11.360 radio operators have
enlisted
Among those serving on
warships one has earned the Victoria
emits. ono the cross of the Legion of
Moor and four the distIngulsbeil con
duct medals.

LONGEVITY
By

West Denby, N. Y.—"I have had
nervous trouble all my Ifs anUI I took

IN HUSBAND.

Ther kin no longer be any dbubt that
a strong an' bitter entnitY suits
b•
tween longevity an' a life 1./' excitement an' wealth an;_prontinettee. Men
an' women active fit all th affairs o'
th' world are coaatantly beta' snatched
from lb' genie elite at Ilfty-one. while
th' so-celled piaitv, simple nobuddys o'
' world haste ou ea; ea Hit they- fall
weak front th' infirmities o' age on th'
shores o' th' great dark river.
Ther's so many things in th' life o'
t'day that are in league with th'grim
harvester that it hustle, him C git out
his orders Ever'wbere about us lurks
some stew device t' make th' designer
o' floral wreaths work overtime. TIC
hearse builder chuckles as he reads
th' @venni' papers an' tit' obituary editor sighs as he thinks o' tOmorrow.
We read
' Ash Putnam, aged nfty-one,
dent o' th' Blue Valley Traction cow

He'll tell a consumer C try th' bracin'
air a' Jamaica an' tell • Melt man t'
drink a cup o' hot water ever' mortiin'
before breakfast. A doctor allus wants
I' keep a rich man In tows. Once ta a
long. long time a doctor 'II admit that
buttermilk is healthful But Ws our
Wets more'u what we rat that boosts
RC tombstone industry But immobile
a doctor never wants
meddle with
our habits reporilte around on a simple life Income 'II git anybody. Livin'
fir Cday on nest mouth's salary sr
streentlin' t' meet • note
shatter a
reinforced concrete constitution. Th'
pale, uneventful average person that
*tender on th' curb 'II live three times
am lung as tb' feller that runs after th
processIon,
Constable Newt Plum's sister, Mfg.
Pop Angel. died last week at th' age 0'
109 years after drinkin' coffee an' readIn' th' Philadelphy Leiter all her life

r

egetab
Coinllin
an'i
le l'A
i g.rtakh
pound f or nerves
and for female trot'
Wee and it straightsued me out in good

ape. I tier:
am w
:nearly
shape,al
live on a farm and

have four girls. I do
all my sewing and
•ther work with
their help, so it

It real well. I tuck
the Compound when my ten year ohl
daughter came and it helped me a lot.
shows that I stand

I have also had my oldest lrl take It
and it did her iota of good. I keep it In
the house all the time and recommend
it."-Mrs. DEWITT 8124CMIAMIII, West
Denby, N. r
ttleeplessnese, nervousness, irritability, backache, headaches, dragging sonsstions, all point to female derangementa which miry be overcome by Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
This famous remedy, the metileirialingredients of which are derived from
native roots and herb', has for forty
years proved to be•most valuable total* •
and Invigorator of the female organism. Women everywhere bear willing testimony to the wonderful virtue of Lydia
E. liukbaro's Vegetable Compound.

'pa+

Xz.r.
as.
—"Yesterday elaHey Mains Wus Thrown Agin a Butternut Tree an' Killed. Hir
Doctor Told Him t' Cut Out Meat instead o' His Motorcycle.

pany, vieeepresidern o' th' Sliver Lake Clean up t'
last she hail full pos.
Ice an' ('oal Company, treasurer o' th session o'
her faculties, her lltial words
No man or woman who oats meet
Farmers' )xchange, prominent club belie,
goin' back C my ole brand
regularly citn alike a mistake by flush.
man an' real estate dealer, o' so an' so. o' coffee when
I git up." She could
Ing the kldheys occasionally say. a
wux inetantly killed this tnornin' when tell without
th' least apparent ,dilll•
wall-known authority
Meet forms his tourlie ear
dashed MC a stone Cult), who ran ler president on th' Dim•
uric acid which excites the kidneys,
quarry, neer Akron. Ohio. He wus toycratie ticket
In 1904, an' as late as
they become overworked from the
(akin' a mueh needed rest on th' ad- one month
before her death rho could
strain, get sluggish sod fall to titter vice
o' his physician au' wuz influ- call off Taft's
cabinet wIthotft falterin',
the waste and poisons from the blood,
ential an' wealthy."
9
One o' the most memorable events In
tbon we get sick. Nearly all rhou
Meitiage haadaehes, liver tremble, MeAsh Putnafil- wleleglie,lelneweenh ease Int' Ilie, tir..xt t' misslu! a C.LLP C1 oa:14a
vousnms. dullness. eleeplossnean and business re t'ivity. might have lived till in 1872, 'au: her introduction C Genurinary disorders come from sluggish ' he wuz fifty-two If his doctor had told eral Marquis de Lafayette at Marietta,
hint t' smoke less Instead o' MOW' out Ohio, In th' early thirties. Orandma
kidnsis
Angel outlived her family doctor on'
Ths moment you feel is-dull ache hi ' in th' air.
a_
.....
- -ever'bud
dy she owed. an' her clumsy
the kidneys or your-back- hurts or if i
Yesterday Ilarley Mains woa4brown
breastpin held a daguerreotype o' her
the urine is cloudy. Offensive, full of 1 hia • IL .buttennit-tseaaaLIKIledc;--Ilis husbitid
on. whose face reposed an exsediment, irregular it passage or at- 1 doctor had told his_n_its___t_u Tog _meat In
pressiou ce meek resignation. ,
tended by a sensation of scalding, stop stead co Ifs motorcycle.
.
But after all, Grandma Angel had
eating meet and get about four ounces
A doctor ought C study a 'foliar a lit- the right
idea. Shethdiircigt
l el:Ings t' live
of lad Salts from any pharmacy,.take Us before he
tells him what t' stop. She (Win' live t' do
a tablespoonful in a glass of water
'
before breakfast and in a few days
your kidneys will act fine This famous salts is made from the acid of
Speakin' o• matrimonial team work port even one
grapes end lemon juice, combined
daughter without nettwith titbit, and has been used for an' how it has revolutionized th' busi- lectln' his wife.
In most families
ness
world. Miss Mame Moon o' th' where ther's an
generations to flush and stimulate the
over production o'
kidneys, also to neutralize the acids 0. K. livery barn stopped curryin' this boys an' girls th' girls have
good
in urine so It no long-.r causes irrita- mornite long enough t' say! "It hain't downtown positions an' bank account
s
been
but
a few years since a wife long before th' boys
tion, thus ending bladder weakness.
git out o' th' pool
lad Salts is inexpensive and cannot thought tale wuz gittire off easy by at- stage. Th' dutiful son who used t'
injure; makes a delightful efferves- tendin' t' th' thoesan' an' one duties help out at home an' slip his mothers
cent Ilthia-water drink which everyone o' th' home while her husband bat in an' Miters a little pin money Saturibould take now and then to keep the his office with leis feet cocked up on day night is now either married an'
kidneys clean and active and the blood his desk, or smiled an' smirked be- strugglite or layin' in wait fer his she
pure, thereby avoiding serious kidney hind &counter or loafed at some trade. tenet' borrow a quarter when she quits
In th' mornite th' husband lit a pipe work.
complications.-Adv
or se-gar an' waved good-by t' his wife
"There so many things that women
In th: garden. ur at tit' tub. ate &art- are- so much more
Seasonal Activity. ca_pable e' d01.11'
Mrs. rnicker-What Is your trade!
Weary Willie-I shovel ruin, mum.
-New York Sun.

Th' Advent o' th' Business Woman

Puling idea.
ledge- -Twenty five unit cotes
A party frock for ths social bud. On ID thowilddlo at the trout sad hock,
Motorist-Gee whit! There goes I
which does its American designer no forming"---points above
tall below the new
end of credit, tells it. pretty story In waist line. The
tlre!
side bodies are cut
the picture above. hut half its charm Into points at the bottom and
extend
must be left to the imagination, since to the arms. There are small rut' &Meta. Women &Nem!Untold Tortures
but who wants to be a Spartan? 'rake
It Iles in combination of colors. Deli' lied straps over the shoullter
s. A yoke .
Timone:
cats, but not too pale shades of pink if the pink and
blue nets is fulled In Price 60cla" for all female disorders.
and $1.90.-Adv.
and blue, with the introduction of sil- at the top of the bodice
and gathered
ver lace, make up a flowerlike con-- to form a narrow
shout
ruffle
the
A heedless woman is fortunate in
caption which it is .•tt Inspiration to round neck. Short puffed sleeves
are being able to talk without puttiug her
look at.
made of the two nets also. The waist
_
The underskirt of pink silk net con line is defined by two bands of nar- self to the trouble! of thinklug.
lilt as to be fairly full about the hips, row silver gauze ribbon,
and the nate
A woman
tUrifFe same ambition to
and very full about the ankles, by the roweet of silver edging outlines
the get into society as • man has to keep
simple and lovely expedient of the ruffle about the neck.
out of Jail.
band of silver lace Insertion sot in,
All the requirements of the modes
like a girdle, below the hips. It is of the
hour are met by this model of
For calks use Hanford's Balsam.
piped at each side with a cord, coy good taste
In using them. The very
AitY. aced with pink satin, and the" netTell skirt,
the close- fitting bodices and
gathered to it. This allows the the airy fabrics
Many a ease of love at sight Is due
that fashion approves
flounce to be much fuller than the up- find expressi
to dimness of the light.
on In it,
per portion. The Ilounce Is bound at
•111111=IMMINIe
The combination of blue and pink,
the bottom with a cord covered with Which
Is a French suggestion. Is only
satin. Over this underskirt a second one of several
combinations of color
skitt of blue net falls, covering its en. that might
be embodied in a frock
tire length. It is bound With blue_,
Made in She same way. But pink-and
A creaky eilat often predki• rain. Is
satin,
causes It t staid out blue used together
may also mean that the kidneys are not
are met with so
about the bottom.
altering the poisonous uric acid from the.
often in displays of spring apparel.
The bodice is cleverly designed of (notably in milliner
blood. had backs, rheumatle pains, sore._
y) that it promises
aching Joints, headaches, dizziness and
blue satin, with a square piece set to be a feature in
coming fashions.
urinary disorders are all effects of weak
kidneys mei if nothing Is dune, there's
danger of more serious trouble. UN
0111111.1 KlInay Pills, the
beet mom.
mended kidney remedy

I

Scientific Hints.
"How do you manage to . get Ice
Many Joy rides7e
"Oh. I practice auto suggestion.
When a lea -year girl attempts- to
id88 a young man, to his credit be
It said, he never threatens to call for
help.
Throw Off Colds end Prevent Grip.
When yon feel a ev4 sowing on. tent, LAZA.
1711 BROW, QUININn. It removes
cerise of
and Orlp. 4)Cy On*' BROW') QUININY"
IL 0ROY signature on bon./6c.
A Miss is better than a mile.
man would care-to kiss a

Nc

For lame back use Hanford's Balsam Rub it on and rub it In thon,
mighty. Adv.
. _ .
The age o, reason depends altogether on the man; some men never attaint it.
rq keep riven 'and hasilthy tAke Dr.
tierces _Pleasant Pelletik They regulate
erre, Wore!, and Moniseb.—Adv. •
The true secret of:etaltilne beauty
ta: to be born pretty.

Costume for the Small Boy
and His Charming Sister

A Tennessee Case
it, R Lunn. Co"*leapt Put u rn bi• A v • ,
ttee Mi.4
Franklin. Tenn..
b Wry"
says: "My back
was terribly weak
and lam* and the
soreness scrota my
kidneys was so
great I could hardly stoop. The kidney ••cretions
passed too te•-quentty. both dav
and night. I tried
different medlcInem,
but got no relief until I took Ian's
Kidney Pins. They strengthened my
twit - and r.,gulate.1 the passages
Of
the kidney secretions."
- Cot Domes at As Stem,$0..Bea
KIDNEY
PILLS
FOSTEEMBAURN CO. BUFFALO. N. Y.

liver,bilious-.
'nese, constipation, and
eirrular disorders. Remove the
cause in its early stages, do
not allow the organs to get in
chronic state. A few doses of

"Miss Mame Nicon, o' th 0. K. Livery Barn, Stopped Gurryire
This MornIn'
Long Enough t' Say: 'it Hain't been but a Feentears Since a Wife
Thought
Wax
She
Gittin' Off Easy by Attendin• t' th' Thousan' an' One Duties
o' th'
Home While Her Husband Sat in His Office With His Feet Cocked
Up on
His Desk, or Smiled an' Smirked Behind a Counter. or
Loafed at Some
Trade.'"
ed downtown ostensibly t' work., Hits-,than Men that it pays C
sublet th'__
..beed--atul-sistfe. -atada---ao-effort,„at-- -dish washitt! ----ate
turn . th' sensible
team work when ft-come C supportIn' daughter int' th' field o'
business r •
a family. That wuz th' husband's in- Hefty where she has a
chance t' bealienable right an' no wife presumed come selesustainite an'
independent.
t' question it. Th' wife's duties were An' th' better she succeeds
th' longer
plain. Her work wuz before her., enie'll study before she
entrusts her
There wuz no shut down on accoutit life an' happiness int'
th' keepin' o'
o' th''tariff. Ther wuz no dull season. any dude who may single
her out.
She wuz regularly employed an' proud
"It's a good rule fer any girl not t'
of it.
marry anybuddy who doesn't earn
After studying the displays ef ready"Aside from a woman bookkeeper twice as much as herself.
If she kin made clothing for little boys and girls
in th' recorderal office an' a few mil- land someone who earns
four or five one is inclined to think that it is a
liners ewoman wuz unknown in th' times as much it's all
th' better. Even waste of time and energy for the busy
business world. - Finally economic then she should ask for
a leave o' ab- mother to undertake the making of
conditions showed the husband up. gene° instead o' resignite
her job, fer it itt home. In the little suits and
He no longer had th' earnin' ability t' th' matrimonial game is
jest like hler- dresses, rompers, and aprons shown,
support his family. If 'his daughter onymus, faro or-well,
she takes a the styles are good, the materials exgraduated from school he never re- long chance."
cellent and the workmanship satisfaccovered from th' expense.. If ens son 4 Protected by
Adams Newspaper Seeeice.) tory. The prices are better than reaseleed
wuz
with typhoid fever he went
sonable, they are low. There is econt' th' wall. Th' rigors o' poverty drove
Just Over From Cork.
omy in making find dresses, on which
his family int' th' channels o' trade.
-Are yez the man 01 have to see to hand embroidery and hand sewing are
An' then followed, th' business woman. get a job on the foorce7"
used, but for garments that are to beNow It is no longer considered a re"Go chase yourself"
worn day In and out, the manufacturer
Section on th' father t' see a whole
"Faith, 0111 het! 01'11 chase n
- o- 'has met all requirements, including
family-father, mother an' th' girls- body onliss 01 get me name
on the low prices.
strugglin' shoulder t' shoulder t' keep pay ion and,a uniform."Boston EveOne of the prettiest Of the new wash
a roof o'er 'em. Jest imagine a plain ning Transcripte
suits for the small boy is shown at
father o' today with two grown daughthe left of the picture above. It is a
te-rs ea!nin' enoegh C keep 'em in tanAnd Also When He Has Them.
model In medium dark shade of brown
go pumps, C aleyenotlein' o' bets. Try
%Viten a Wan has no conscienttrant
:with f4rettfir nettYlfett In drown and
t' imagtne a common. or rough finish', scruples fear of the hew
will NO: 'white elfin., The cuffe are piped
father beln'able lee ear& etiotitb C Sup- some.
,
•
e aWith the striped material. White bone

DR. RICHER'S
LIVER AND _
SYRU
P
affected organs

buttons fasten the short coat down the
front, and machine stitching figures
In
its neat finish. Heavy linen and cotton materials are used for suits
of
this kind, and they are made in
blue,
brown, unbleached linen, and white.
An everyday dress for the
little
girl, shown at the right of the
picturg,
is of checked gingham, finished
with
hands of plain chambray. A real
pocket is set in, stayed with a
band at
the top, and a belt extends across
the
back, buttoning at one side.
Any number of similar dresses are shown,
and
the variations in trimming
and color
combinations attest to the
resourcefulness of their makers. They are
neatly
made, and will pass without
critic-lent,
even when judged by the
standards of
the capable needlewoman.

•:Z72:5A

will restore the
to a healthy condition.
It is a gentle laxative, pm*.
ly vegetable, tonic in effect
Search far and near end you
will not find a preparation to
equal this tried and true old
home tonic.
Get a bottle today-pot up
In oonvenient slam. 60c,and $1.
.4111MaNirMir/NNW

TRY THE OLD RELIABLE

1IITERStiFro
CHILL TON IC
For MALARIA CiritL
FENrIng
a aII
A FINE ht1(E1PAL
IITItEMITHENING TWOS
_ _......_
PERFECT HEALTH.N11101r117
4,'"'
Tuttes Ms keep tkiraystem
They regaLste the bowels sad In perfect(ankle.
produce

A VIGOROUS BODY.

Reined, tor ekk hestischc
eonstipation,

Tul's - Pills.
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Achy Joints Give.Warning-

YOUR GRAY, FADED OR GRAY-STREAKED
HAIR EVENLY DARKENED
WITHOUT DYES
Do this: Apply like a shampoo Q-Ban
Hair Color Restorer to your hair and
scalp, and dry hair in sunlight. A few.
applications like this turn all your
gray, faded, dry or gray-streaked hair
to an even, beautiful dark shade.
Q-Ban also makes scalp and entire
head of hair healthy, so all your hair
(whether gray or not) is 'left soft,
fluffy, lustrous, wavy, thick, evenly
dark, charming and fascinating, without even a trace of gray hair showing.
Insist on having Q-Ban. as ft is harmlees-no dye-hut guaranteed to darken gray hair or money returned. -fig
bottle 60e. at druggists' or sent, _prepaid.. Address 4-Ban, Front Sta. bleM
phis, Tenn.-Advertisement.

NERVOUS TROUBLE
Lydia L Pinkhasn's Vegetable Compound Helped Her.

MEAT COOS KIDNEYS
THEN YOUR BACK HURTS
Take a Glass of gaits to Flush Kidneys If Bladder Bothers You-Drink Lots of Water.

Meeting Requirements of Modes
in Model in Perfect Taste
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CALOMEL WHEN BILIOUS? NO! STOP.
ACTS LIKE DYNAMITE ON LIVER

r

Voireta-

Plakkeia's

mop using calomel' It makes you
Pick. Don't lose a day's work If yeti
feet lasy, sluggish, bilious or constlDeted. listen to me!
Calomel Is mercury or cueckeilver
which causes necrusie of the bones.
Calomel, when It comes into contact
wi-th seer bile, crashes into ft. bemires
"
it up This is when you feel that ow:
ful nausea and cramping. If you teal
"ell knocked out." if your liver le toe
pid and bowels constipated or you
have headache, disalness, coated
tongue, it breath Is bad or stomach
sour just try a spoonful of harmless
Dodson's Liver Tone.
Here's my guarantee—Go to any
drug store or dealer and get a 50.cent
bottle of Dodson's Liver Tent
Take •
.
_
True religion makes a man feel that
it is just as void for his wife to It
vp end light the fire an it is for him
self,
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A New Remedy for
Kidney, Bladder and
all Uric Acid Troubles
-
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BETTER TO HAVE KEPT STILL
-Candidate Gained Little by "Ca
- Down" Men Who Had
—
rupted His Speech.
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hiletity - Ford hae very rareTy voted,
and at a dinner in his native Dearborn he once raid:
"I have taken, perhaps. less Interest in politics than l' should have done.
But polities has always seemed to me
a confused and quarrelsome business.
When I think of politics I think of the
political meeting anecdote.
"A candidate at a political meeting
was heckled by a fat man. This heckling after awhile got on the nerves of
another member of the audience, and
he roared at the fat man:
"'Shut up, you ass!'
"At this a third member of the audience shouted:
"'Oh, you shut up, too! The pair
at you are asses!'
- "The candidate on the platform took
_a sip of water. Then he said: "'There seem to be a lot of asses
on band here tonight; but, gents, for
the love of Mike, let's bear one at a
time.'
"'Well, you go on, then,' yelled a
chap In the gallery."
A
stir
A
still

ve

After Grip—
Win• ter Colds—
Bad Blood

Not a Jeastlfication.
The lady of the houee wait hurried4- finishing some work neglected the.
-day-before, when the old negro butler
happened to pass by.
"Miss Ginnie! Miss Ginnie!" he remonetrated. "You shore is breahing
the-Sabbath day!"
"Hut, Uncle (day," she argued, "the
ox is in the ditch, and- -"
"Miss Ginnie," broke in the old man,
"that ox ain't nothing hut a stumblingblock for folks to hide hehinst. The
Scriptures do say if he is In the ditch
to pull him out; but it don't nowhere
say to push him in on Satelay so as
to have the chance to pull him out op
Sunday."—Youth's Companion,

Who Wouldn't Grow?
Tbedieeper was feeding the pythons
Several live rabbits were tossed into
the cage, and were immediately and
greedily seized hy the reptiles; The
struggling rabbits'although seemingly
alrost as large an the snakes, were
swallowed whole one after another.
The ghastly sight prompted the Gebel'
ary-looktng man to exclaim:
"Gruesome, eh, keeper?"
The keeper turned a glance of scorn
upon the professor.
"Yes, and ,()it'd 'a' grew some, too,
if you'd et all that live stock, I guess."
little nonsense then and now may —Chicago News.
up an awful row.
A toper once said that life's sweets
dyspeptic tau eat his cake and ran more to drinks than they
did to
believe he has It.
eats.

fee

and
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They
Stand
UpUnlike common corn
flakes, the New Post
Toasties don't mush
down when milk or
cream is added.
And they have a charming new flavour—delicious,
different, the true essence of the corn—not found in
corn flakes heretofore.

BLE

The intense heat of the new process of manufacture
raises tiny bubbles on each delicious brown flake and
these little puffs are the identifying feature.
TONE

4

These new Rakes are firmer, crisper, and don't
crumble in the package—in comparison, ordinary corn
flakes are as."chaff.-

t weer,
Your grocer_ cau_seud
, you,. poclusge

Of

.

New Post Toasties

11291kki,
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Mothers Know That
Genuine Caspria

sto

W. W. VENABLE, ORATOR
11111~am

-

Although the tradition that new
members of congress, like children,
alumni be anon and not heard. La tint
respected now as it was in farmer ,
days, rarely do freshmen of the house
make such an imprei ion within a
week of their arrival as did Repro.
swathe Venable of Mississippi, a
young man recently elected to succeed the late Representative Witherspoon.
Rising to answer an attack by a
Texas Democrat upon the president's
advocacy of preparedness, young Venable delivered a speech that placed
him at once among the great orators
of congress and earned him the
plaudits of Democrats and Republicans
alike.
One of his Illustrations, emphasising the benefit* of preparedness, is
still being repeated in the cloakrooms.
It has been my pleaure during my
lifetime," he said. "to be intimately
and personally acquainted with two dogs. One
of them was a little rat
terrier who had a little tail curled over his back like
a corkscrew.
"That little dog's life was one long sad wall of misery.
He was kicked
bp every t tan he met and whipped by every dog he ran across.
I knew
another dog, a magnificent gentleman of his race. Ills
great head reared
Itself shove his Weider...A the head of a lion.
lie was Glowed and
billowed like a gladiator, and his curved forelegs and
stanch haunches spoke
of tremendous strength. He lived his lifeerespected 'by dogs and men. I
owned him for five years and I caressed him when I felt
like kicking him.
Why? Its was a prince of the house royal, a gladiato
r of his kind and he
was prepared.
"As a result, he lived his life in peace, with all his institut
ions intact
and his personal and property rights thoroughly respected h
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-After thirty-two -01--b4eLeseventyBee years spent in public service.
James II McCreare, who recently retired from the governorship of Ken'
tucky, announces that he is through
with public office.
Mr. --htePrettry served eta Tvitte
In the Kentucky legislature and was
elected governor of the state in 1b75
when he was thirty-two years old.
After that he Was elected to 'the
house of representatives, where be
a reed twelve years, and then was
transferred to the other end of the
capitol as a United States senator.
For several years after the expiration of his senatorial term he was a
private citizen, only to enter again
the political field as a candidate for
governor, and he is the only man on
record who was twice elected governor of Kentucky after a long lapse
of years.
"I look back on my first campaign for governor with a great deal of pleasure," said Governo
r McCreary.
"it was that campaign that probably gave to the United State
Supreme
court bench one of its most respected and valuable members.
My opponent
In that fight was John Marshall Harlan. Not long after the election
I had the
opportunity of recommending that President Hayes appoint Harlan
to the
Supreme court bench."
alerabees.

SAVES INDIAN BABIES
A unique babpsaving einsigaiss
launched by Cato Bells, commissioner
of Indian affairs, is attracting the attention
of statesmen, educators,
churchmen and philanthropists in
every part of the country, for, Mr.
Sells declared, on the success of the
campaign depends the survival of a
Mee.

Commissioner Sells sent a circular letter to all superintendents and
other employees in the Indian service,
urging them to do their utmost to save
the lives of Indian babies. Threefifths of the North American Indian
babies are dying in infancy on account
of neglect of ordinary sanitary treatment and lack of food. says Mr. Sells.
He declared that the Indian problem
cannot be solved with Indians, and
says that the race will become extinct unless the United States awakens to the necessity of improving the
conditions under which Indian children
are born. He directs the employees of the Indian service
to make thorough
Investigations on the reservations to which they are
detailed and spare no
efforts in teaching the doctrine of baby saving. 'tribal
funds are to be used
in formulating the work, if necessary.
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WCREARY QUITS PUBLIC LIFE
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Dear Readers:
I appeal to those of you who are
bothered with kidney and bladder
trouble, that you give up the use of
You are pale, thin, weak—with little
harsh salts or alcoholic medicines and
In their place take a short treptment vitality. Your liver In sluggish and
of "Anuric." I have taken many of the had blood causes your stomach
Dr. Pierce's medicines for the past muscles to lose their elasticity and betwenty•five years with good results. 1..1 come flabby—then indigestion,
suffered with kidney trouble for settee
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discov- I
years. I recently heard of the newest ery. purely vegetable and free
from
discovery of Dr. Pierce, namely. big' alcohol or narcotics, le the
great and
"Anuric" Tablets. After using same powerful blood purifier cit
today. F.xam completely cured of my kidney tracted from American forest
herbs
trouble. A doctor pronounced me a and roots. Contains no alcohol.
Inwell preserved woman for myage, all gredients printed on wrapper
.
due, I believe, to Dr. Pierce's aid.
Taken as directeh It will search
NMI MELEMA E. MILLER.
c,:t Impure an
polsonotte matter
If you suffer from backache. lum- throughout the
system and eliminate
bago, rheumatism, get "Anuric" now. it.

Tortures
n? Take
Isorders.
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of weak
, there's
I, Use
moue

spoonful ad if it doesn't stralehteu
you right up and make you feel tine
and vigorous I want you to go back to
the store and get your money. Doti.
eon's Liver Tone is destroying the
sale of calomel because It is real liver
medicine; entirely vegetable, therefore
tt cannot asitetete or make yea stet
learentee that one spoonful of
Dodson's Liver Tone will put your
sluggish liver to work and clean your
bowels of that sour bile and roust!.
pitted waste which is clogging your
system sad making you feel miserable.
guarantee that • bottle of Dodson's
Liver Tone will keep your entire remily feeling fine for months. ',Oleo it to
Your children. It Is harmless; doesn't
gripe and raw like its pletsant taste.

He Was Right.
A man rushed to the entrance of a
lunatic asylum in the middle of the
night and yelled to the keeper to let
him in.
Aereedlag to French Matletics,
"LC me in!" he relit_ "L bag settone-tourth of the aviation accidents dettlY
gone insane."
are due to defect. in aeroplanes.
The keeper woke up, thrust his bead
out
a first story window and bet'
'If a woman is homely gUiries to lowedofdown
in raft:
persuade herself that she 448 g classic
"What' Come here at this time of
face.
night? Man, volt must be artier

nit it
re *ewe I

Ph-

Will

I Guarantee "Dodson's Liver Tone:
Will Give You the Best Liver
and Bowel Cleansing You Ever
Had—Doesn't Make You Siokl

haw had
I amok
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factarers ar_UAL.,Agenett wanted,_ _
SPO/IN 141MICAL
elsesidate. dopes*, Nide V. IL A.
No Cause for Joy.
Economies of the Rich.
"I am glad we do.not have bullfights
Keicker- Gasoline is going up.
and bear pits in our et- entry."
Becker---Mav be we can run the car
"Pont we have 'em le W'all street?" on champagne and drink oil
DON'T GAMBLE
that your heart's all right. Make
sure Take "Itenovine"—a heart and
nerve tonic. Price 10c.and $1.0u.—Adv,
Right is so elow—ht 'asserting iteelf
that linnet. peepla epubt that it will
finally prevail.

Wet Oelby Satre bat Tired Ryee
make us look (oder than we are. Keep
your rye. young and you will look young.
After the Movies Mutiny Your Eyes. Dotet
tell your age. sturine Eye Remedy Ca,
Chicago, Sends Eye Book on request.

Said Eve unto Adam: "It gives me
to see 'you-walking the floor
with h Cain."

a'• pain

-•••

Variety is the spice of life to this . A mean man always attributes his
bald Lean in the front row.
dislike of his neighbor to envy.

Careful St. Jo. Mothers Treat
Children's Colds Externally
They Say Internal Dosing Harms Delicate
Little Stomachs —"Cutside"
Applications Better.
Careful mothers everywhere realize
that internal medicines are injurious
to the delicate stomachs of the little
folks. Still croup and cold troubles
must have some form of treatment.
The answer to this problem is the
Southern "external' treatment Vap-0Rub. This was introduced in St.
Jo, Mo., for the first time last winter,
and a number of ladies were presented
with complimentary jars by their
druggists on condition that they give
Vap-O-Rub a thorough test. Here are
the reports from several of these ladies—
Mrs. Sam House, 2206 Prospect Ave.,
writes—"My little daughter bad Diphtheria last fall, and now every little
cold she takes settles in her throat.
We have thought twice she was going
to have Diphtheria again, but during
one of her bad spells my druggist sent
me a jar of Vap-O-Rub. I used It for
four Mete on her throat with such
good results that now I don't like to
be without it. I have used It on myself and my husband for bad colds
and have found it just fine."
Mrs. John Paynter, 2432 S. 17th St.,

writes: "My druggist sent me a trial
jar of Vap-0 Rub, which I soon bad
occasion to try on my "croupy" baby.
Before putting her to sleep for the
night, I applied the salve over her
chest and throat with my fingers. The
results proved very satisfactory, and
now I would not be without it."
Mrs. M. A. Myers, 2943 Selvanie
Ave., says—"When our three year old
boy bad a severe cold, about a month
ago, I tried a jar of Vap-O-Rub. I
rubbed it on his chest and let him
inhale it, and be was relieved Almost
immediately, and got better in a few
days. I think your remedy is the best
thing for colds we have ever used."
Vick's Vap-O-Rub comes in salve
form. and when applied to the heat of
the body the ingredients are vaporized
by the body warmth. These vapors,
inhaled all night long, carry the medication with each breath, through the
air passages, to the lungs. Vick's will
be found better than internal medicine
for all forms of cold troubles—from
head colds, catarrh and asthmatio
troubles—down to deep chest colds,
bronchitis, sore throat or incipient
pneumonia. Three sizes-25c, 50c and
$1.00,
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----;11YATOVICH'S BRAVE WORDS

Cheildo Miyatovich, Serbian diplomatist and poet, who visited America
on a mission from his country declares
that until hope is dead Serbia will not
die. "Our friends speak of our national tragedy," says he. "We are grateful
for their generous sympathy. But our
tragedy has not yet seen our tears,
nor shall it ever see them.
"Our women suffer silently; our
men die silently; we bear our sad burden silently.
"Yet our tragedy is illumined by
the light of hope. We lost, in honest
struggle, all the territory of our kingdom which we raised up from reins
by faithful love of national inheritance, by the self-sacrificing efforts of
generattpn after generation
But in
this the darkest hour of our country's
history we have not lost faith in God
ankhis justice, we have not lost faith
In ourselves in oil...allies or in hu_
• idlanity; we have pot lost fatth in the
•perretnal progress or the 'Word, moving ceaseles
sly enwerd, though some:
times through bitter rivers of blood, sometimes the
ruins of national reputs_
-.
tons sad of once-vaunted civilizations."

Does Pain Interfere?
There is a remedy

Skian's
Liniment
Read this unsolicited grateful
testimony—

-

Not long ago my lelt knee became lame end sore. It pained
me many restless nights. So serious did it become that I wee
forced to consider giving up my
work when I chanted to thick of
Sloan's Liniment. Let me say—
lees than one bottle fireil me up:
Chtu. C
Fiore:see, 7l•-.
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hands us the following right off situation in Washington today blood. .
lightful sensation of perfect pletely destroyed the residences
Mrs. J. B. Roberts of Route 8,' cleanliness in the mouth.
the reel, stating that it better is such that an extra-ordinary
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INDIGESTION, GAS GERMANY ISSUES
OR SICK STOMACH SUBMARINE ORDERS

VERDUN RATTLE IS TERRIP
-

URGE PROBE OF EXCHANGE

NO ABRIDGEMENT
AMERICAN ROTS.

Theebeese Thane's' of Steevy Gime
Congress Hears -Thlit-New - Wain
Mark World's Mightiest Struggle,
Have a Coitspireey Ti Hold CotGermane. Gaining Steadily.
ton Pries, On Lew level.
—
• -Louden.- -The fifth day of the trioDenitecriste- of Ilia
wooliinettm
tnendous battle uorth of N'esitin.
!muse from the cotton growing states
which, It is maintained by some ex
held a vonterence at the house office
COMMANDERS ARE DIRECTED TO
ports, is likely to decide the fate of WILSON SAYS U. S. CITIZENS WILL building and determined to urge cons
SINK ARMED SHIPS WTHOUT
NOT IIIE WARNED TO KEEP
Frauce, was marked by a further tiec
green to Investigate the New York
tuan advance toward the great French
WARNING.
1'011011 Exchange to astortein whether
- ------OFF SHIPS.
stronghold. That advance was edi
Do some foods you eat hit backthere la a bear conspiracy to depress
- -to the average the Gentians hie
taste good. but work badly, ferment
the price of cotton. It alio was agreed
maintained throughout the driteInto stubborn lumps and cause a sick.
to propose a bill to further regulate
about a mile a day. The main Geesour, gassy stomach? Now, Mr. or
test ttia *Rebell'eta
ntan.force is now only two miles from
Mr. Dyspeptic jot this down. Lapse
The committee also Is to draft a
the outer defense works. Hesvp tier.
Deapepsin digests everything. leaving
bill for the further regulation of the
nothing to sour and upset you. There Germany Says Assurances Given In man and tAustrian guns of 15 and 17. Following DIseentien In Congress Over cotton exchanges of the United States
Inch caliber have been brought up.
never was anything so safely gulch. so
Lueltanis and Arable Cases Are
Germany's Armed Ship Plan, the
and to submit It to the nee meeting
**Solely stifesttieta No silffisetwee how
Mete- thee 400 sone are mmeed besrwhen Hilted for OW
--ronftiosme,
Stan
1111Nfleg-Ven ilisrnstartf
A/Metinees
FrelideRlfbadly your stomach to disordered you
hind the Herman front and the can•
Winne by the chairmen.
tolios Lonoino. Situation is Serious
will get happy relief In five minutes,
nonaile of the French redoubts and
The text of the resolution follows.
but what pleases you most is that it
forts is described as the most sub"Whereas, the New York Cotton Exstrengthens and regulates your stem.
Washington -Germany has instruct• lime spectacle of destruction and thunWashington --President Wilson, St change has been manipulated so as to
itch so you can eat your favorite foods gni count von liernetorff to inform the der since the world began.
the end of two days of agitation In depress the cotton market and prevent
without fear.
rutted States government that the asThe French officers who saw the congress for action warning Americans prices warranted by supply end deYou feel different as soon as "Pape's surances regarding the future conduct French bombardment of German po 'off armed merchantmen, wrote a let- tnand, and.
Plapepsin" comes in contact with the of eubmarine warfare given in the sitions in Artois last spring and the ter to lietuttor Stone, chairman of the
Millions of
"Whereas, said exchange has de,
stomach-distress just vanishes-your lamitanis and Arabic cases still are French cannonade of the German po- sonat• foreign relations committee, pressed the price of the future contract housewives know this is this
stomach gets sweet, no gases, no belch binding, but that they apply only to sitions In Champagne last autumn de- Mating that he could not consent to so as to keep it below the price of truth—they realize the cost of a
ing, no eructations of undigested food. merchantmen of a peaceful choracter. fierily@ them as mere displays of fire- the abridgment of the rights of lAtneti• cotton in the spot markets of the
single bake-day failure. That's
Go now, make the beet Investment The German government Is understood works compared with the tornado of can cittens in any respect.
south: -and,
why they stick to Calumet.
you ever made, by getting a large fifty. to contend that armed merchantineu steel which the German batteries
--"..The honor and self-respect of the -"Whereas. such price juggling and
discent case of Pape's Diapepsin from any have, without regard to this nature of now launching
Be on the safe side—avoidbakenation I. involved," he said.. "We covet manipulation discloses crooked dealCalumet next
store. You realise in five minutes how
So terrible is the fire of the big peace and shall preserve it at any ing and unfair methods in influencing appointments- use
their armament, shown themselves not
day-be eery of uniform resulte-leara
needless it is to suffer, from indigesto be peaceful, and therefore are sub- German guns and the reply of the cost but the loss of honor."
Cotton prices; and,
,shy Calumet is the most economical
tion. dyspepsia or bad stomach. Adv.
The president expressed hope that
ject to destruction without warning. French artillery that the throbbing
"Whereas,,.ily the unfair inanipuln to hey and to use. It's pare lathe
the Ger- thunder is plainly audible at Barle-Duc. explanatIong-fif DM declared intenThe
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direct
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or prices and exchangil-haildli- lese-pur• In the baking Order nowt
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To support this claim the Berlin for- master minds of the war e-the kaiser
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good faith or their fidelity to is a bear conspiracy among certain
"Yes, sir," was the Instant reply. 'AEU office has sent the ambassador In the north and Joffre in the south- tion their
promises in the past," he added, speculators on the New_York Cutton
-Zweig)? time )ou --earn Ire dollars for presentation to the state depart- er* now pitted against etch other in their
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the price
British
after
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struggle of the war.
The letter was in answer to one
"Whereas, the necessity exists'for
him -Harper's Magazine.
ships have *Decked submarines.
The opinion is growing, both in
Confidential *dukes from Berlin Paris and London., that if the Gee-- written by Senator Stone outlining the further and better regulation of cotstate' That German and Austrian -sub' manitiflicceed in breaking through a situation existing at the eapitol, -"effete ton exchanges so as to confine future
Marine commanders.? have received Verdun the French capital must fall, persistent demands liad been made dealing to fair and legitimate. speculascone action-which might lessen tion. therefore tie--ttOM? new orders and that from -midthat In - that case lictisdott
the Possibility Of war between the
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vottake on that life, luster and luxuriance to take no action which might em- 350,000 men, who tre being hurled of the foreign relations committee
canvass the sentiment of the flooded districts of Concordia parish,
which is so beautiful It will become barrass the admintatratIon in the against the French lines with system- ed to
assistpresent stage of diplomatic negotiahouse
on
several pending resolutions from where urgent appeals for
wavy and fluffy and have the appearatic and utter disregerd for human
runare
The
boats
come.
had
ance
of that nature.
tions. A few of the more ardent adlife.
ance of abundance: an incomparable
ning In the Black river, and a large Supreme Court of Georgia Gets Case
Sentiment
in
the
senate
in
favor
of
vocates of legislation to keep AmerThe curtain of fire maintained by
gloespand softness, but what will
stock have
of Negro Who Was Bending
such action also was openly expressed, number of people and live
icans off armed ships continued their
please you most will be after just a activities, and former Secretary Bry- the French batteries has annihilated but at the end of a day the surprises, been removed through their nee to
Over It.
few weeks' use, when you will actual- an's support for them was-shown in i'hole regiments, and the ridges north tension and agitation such as had not places ofsafety.
of the Verdun fortress and the rollIn the black country, however. It
The supreme court of Georgia must
ly see a lot of fine, downy hair-new the form of a telegram.
been seen in congress in some time,
ing hills along the Meuse are piled
white decide the unique point of whether a
hair-growing all over the scalp. Adv.
the word came that President Wilson was stated that there were many
So far as the administration is
high with dead.
them• swarm of bees can be considered a
concerned. It is stated authoritatively
was unalterably opposed to any such farmers in need of supplies for
"The battle of Verdun is infinitely
cattle.
They "deadly weapon," the Atlanta ConIn Backward Sorrier..
their
for
and
food
selves
action by congress, and the canvass
that while any agitation of the isAccording to the Homeless Age sue just now is undesirable there was more bloody than the battle of was held up.
asked that these supplies be sent to stitution states.
The case originated in a criminal
there are only Ste automobiles in no disposition to oppose a vote on Ypres," says the Matta.
The sudden developments at the them, as they desired to remain a
court
in Atlanta and involves the most
---13ritlith North Borneo, and 2,460,000
to
plant
able
be
so
as
to
their
farms
capitol brought surprise and apprethe pending armed ship resolutions If
astonishing defense ever put forward
In the United States. Now you undertheir sponsors tried to force one. It
SHIP SINKS.
hension to the administration leaders. crops when the water went down.
BRITISH
stand why there are no gascllae mil
in a case of assault with intent to
was declared that reports from the
While confronted with the possibility Shallow water prevented anagboats
lionatres in North British Borneo.murder.
Ten
district.
that
penetrating
from
capitol showed conclusively that both Big Passenger Vessel Bound for Bone of congressional interference, with all
Richmond Times-Dispatch.
An Atlanta negro, Roscoe Richards,
the white
were
sent
to
hay
of
tons
the senate and the house would stand
Mine.
Its
grave
aspects
ranging
from
a
Strikes
a
debay
was standing last summer over a barcommitrelief
Natchez
by
the
farmers
behind President Wilk*
re-CUM from the a.ministration pelicy
rel full of watermelon rinds.
The
Dover.-The passenger steamship to downright embarrassment of the tee as temporary relief for live stock.
barrel was also full of bees feeding
The negroes of Concordia parish
COMMISSION FOR WATERWAYS. Maloja, a 12-431-ton vessel belonging president and the secretary of state,
on the rinds, a fact which Roscoe
to the Peninsula and Oriental Line, the leaders were confident they would were reported to be in worse condi- didn't know. As he bent his bead
Now Is Ma Tinto to Get Rid of Thaw
inhabitants,
and
1g17 gpota.
Mississippi River Will Be Given im- struck a mine and sank within a half control the situation and leave the ex- tion than the white
down into the barrel to see if
There's no longer the •lightent reed oi
mediate Attenticn.
feeling ashamed of your freckles. ate the
hour two miles off Dover. Feb. 27. It ecutive branch of the government free unless relief came within a few days there wasn't something worth picking
prescription
°thine—double
strength—le
would
be
many
that
declared
was
it
Washington-Adoption of the com- Is etImated that 147 persons were to carry on diplomatic negotiations
guaranteed to remov• these homely spots
up another negro kicked the barrel.
lacing actual starvation.
Simply get an ounce of othine---fenuble
miseton plan of dealing with the wa- drowned or killed.
with Germany.
The bees arose angrily and lighted all
strength—from your druggist. and apply a
which
At no time did the question come
terways problem of the country
The Maloja left Tilbury for Bombay
little of it night and
morning and you
over Roscoe's ebony bead and face.
should soon see that even the worst freckles
Astor Awarded Cross
would include continuing annual ap- with malls, 119 passehgers of all class- out openly on the floor of either the
Roscoe turned over in the air, but
hal.e begun to disappear, while the lighter
one• have vanished entirely. It is seldom
London.---Capt. John Jacob Astor of when he alighted he came down like a
propriations has been agreed upon as a es amoard and a crew numbering house or the senate, but about a score
that more than one ounce is needed to corngeneral policy to be recommended to about 200, most of them lascars. Other of congressmen who announced they the First Life Guards'ilas been award- cat on his feet and his razor was alp'etely clear the skin and gain • beautiful
clear complexion.
the president In a conference be- passengers were to board the ship at were in favor of warning Americans, ed the Chevalier's cross of the Legion ready out and open. He is said to
Be sure to ask for the double strength
°thine. a• this la sold under guarantee or
even If it Involved a repudiation of the of Honor for gallantry.
tween cabinet officials and • commit- Marseilles.
have attacked the other 'negro and
money back If It falls to remove freckle-1r-Capt. Astor is the son of William literally cut him to pieces. Richards
tee of senators.
The steamship was opposite Shake- administration policy, If thereby they
Adv.
For some time conferences be- speare Cliffe when an explosion shook thought war would be averted, kept Waldorf Astor, recently made baron employed lawyers ard when the case
_ In Different Lights.
tween representatives of various ideas her from end to end. She listed imme- both houses In a state of tension that of Hever Castle. Capt .Astor was came to trial recently he pleaded not
"Foctlite is convinced that in a year
wounded - in battle in France in Octo guilty and interposed the simple plea
Of waterway improvement have been diately to port. High seas were run- practically blocked business.
he'll be starring."
Of "self-defense."
bar, 1915.
going on, with the result that a policy ning and the captain tried to run her
"That's all moonshine"
His lawyers produced evidence to
was agreed upon which, it is believed. aground, but :the engine room was
AUSTRIANS ATTACK TRAIN.
show that In many cases people had
President Wilson will recommend to swamped and the ship became unmanSarrall
Sees
Greek
King.
RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
been stung to death by bees. They
congress in the near 'future.'
ageable.
They Cut Air Hose on Freight CarryAthens.-Gen. Sarrail, commander
proved the facts of the case and let it
To half plot of water add I oz. Bay Rum,•
The plight of the vessel was obIt is proposed that there shall be
ing War Supplies.
of the French troops in the Balkans,
small box of Barbo 0.mpound, and it or. of
go
at that. The defense, independent
at
to
dozens
of
craft
went
immediate
attention
served ond
glyrertne. Apply to the hair twice • week given special,
arrived here and had an audience wItk
of Roscoe Richards'.- personal interest
until it beeomes the desired shade. Any drug- the lower Mississippi river below -Cai- full speed to her rescue. One of them.
Constantine.
The
king
King
said
he
Tacoma, Wash-'A Great Northern
gist can pat this up or you can mix It at
In the outcome, has brought ur one of
appreilmately $10,000.000 the British tanker Empress of Fort
borne at very little cost. It will gradually ro and that
freight train loaded-With automobiles was delighted with the Interview the prettiest points in the history of
darken streaked, tided cmy hair, and re- shall be appropriated-for 1917 for thiii William. of 2.181 tons, struck another and war supplies for shipment to Rus- which he was confident was the fir,
the Georgia criminal courts
moves dandruff. It Is excellent for falling project. In accepting this proposal thine and sank near by.
sia was littacked In the Union freight step toward clearing lip liffe,rencs
hair and win make harsh hair soft and glossy.
went
to
the
botlevee
appropriations
she
of
before
Just
the 'advocates
It will not color the scalp, is not sticky of
yards by a half doen or more men
Extreme of Red Tape,
greasy, and does cot ruo off.-Adv.
were won over to the general commis- tom the vessel turned turtle, and for said to be Austrians.
Two Are Drowned.
An English officer who had been,
sion policy.
a few seconds the lieel was visible -- AlpItched battle between the attackChicago.-A petty officer and an through mistake, reported "killed
In
Up is Sleeve.
What is known as the Newlands- above the surface. 'According to aye- ers and the trainmen occurred after apprentice seaman at the naval train:
action," on his return front the front
Patience-Loos as if he had some- Broueeard --waterers*, measure, Which -Witnesses there-was s second explothe air hose had been tat In five places Ing station at Lake Bluff, near here, went to his bank to cash terve of his
thing "up his sleeve," doesn't he?
would appitopriate t60.00e.00o annual- sion, and while tinder the water the between the cars, and the train cut In were drowned when a heavy sea- dash- checks. The
clerk et' the counter.
Patrice--lie has. K s a wrist watch
bemasts
ly, will be taken as the basis for the vessel righted herself: the
four sections. Two of the men were ed a boatload of reserves against the instead of asking the welcome quesproposed new plan.
come v.stble and then she went down invested.
breakwater.
tion, "How will you take
looked
PROMPT RELIEF
doubtful and puzzled, stared at the
can be found In cases of Colds, Coughs,
REFUSED TO TESTIFY.
Villa Still Going,
Sighted No Submarines.
LaGrippe and Headaches by tieing
Zapate Meets Defeat.
soldier, and finally hunted away to
Laxative Quinidine Tablets. Does not
El Paso, Tex.-Francisco Villa has seek advice elsewhere. He presently
Boston -The White Star liner CanaGalveston, Texas -The defeat of
affect the head or stomach. Iluy your Mexlcan-German Banker Put In Cus- Zapata forces which attempted a sur- plc has arrived here from Mediterran- hirrned several houses at San Buena- returned with the news
that the check
*inter's supply vow. Price 25c.e-lidv.
tody By Marshal.
prise attack upon constitutionalists at ean ports. Madeira and the Aoree with- ventura and occupied El Valle.occord- could net be cashed. "But you know
New York,-FedericoStallforth. a the village of Silhuatlan, near Oaxaca out having sighted either a submarine hag to official reports recetved by Gen me, and that Is my signature!" exNowaday. we hear more about the
receiver, or a German raider. A four-inch rifle, Gabriel Gavira, commandant at Juarei claimed the astonished officer,
'hatless setetzehaw than about the Mexican-Gentian banker, Viol-been or. City, Is reported in a dispatch
yes," sald.the'elleric hesitatingly; "but
here.
consulate
mottated on -the Canoptc while In the
custody
of
committed
th-ii"
Mexican
to
the
dered
by
'
Prodigal son.
the fact Is, air, that you're-you're
Mediterranean, was removed
A. Company of Ministers.
the United State* marshal by Federal
•
Senate Confirms Fletcher.
London.---An entire comPanglierern.. dead, you see, and I'm told we. shall
Judge Daaton_forjefusing te answer
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•
W'ashington.-Tee
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f
hetes,
the
—
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'posed
of Welsh clergymen and t haeiog. require yon to give orpot to the conq
Too will look ten years younger if you
Cast-Gees To Front.
trary - before we can pay the motley." -•
of
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nomination
Henry
daticao your uglye grizzly, gray Lairs by jury which Is le •estlgatIng the alleged firmed .the
Petrograd.-Emperor glcholas, who ical students has Jost had its first paming "La Creole' Hair Dressing -Adv. efforts of GeYtivan agonfit to foment .ther FTeicher is -Snahasc,a,d01;
visited the duma-at Its operdrfg ses- rade al Rhyl. It has 240 mernbere and
Instead of wearing a laurel wreath
'beentry and Mex- - government Of Mexico. The vote was sion and delivered a brief address to is attached to the Royal Army corps.
He is a wise son who knows that trouble betweee this
the tnodern afet strugglei along
with,•
49 to 46
All denominatiens are represented
ico and to instigate strikes
the members hia-left for the front.'
he knows less than His father,
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Time it! Pape's Diapepsin ends
all Stomach misery in five
minutes.
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AVOID A DOCTOR'S BILL
on the first of the month by taking
now a bottle of Mansfield coulill Dal
saw fur that hacking, hollow cough.
Price 1So and 50o -A4,',.

It

Satre Help Is Provide/.
ily • vote of seventy-two to sli the
house of representatives passed a bill
providing for clerks and stenograMATTIR WORTHY CAPIN&
phers for the department of education
Its Plass.
TENTION OF HOUSSWIFIL
The court of appeals recently &withal Senator Smith Confident of Dem.
' %%hat shall I do with them rasping
Superintendent of ruble. Instruction
()vatic Victory.
letter?"
Gilbert did not have authority to em"Pet It on file."
Food Specialists Suggest Some Meth- MURPHY'S SEMI MONTHLY PAY ploy any of the clerks and stenogra
pliers in his Alyea and Mate Auditor
oda of Preparing the bred and
PAY SILL II CALLUS FROM
Points to the IL
If Yeti Can't Gel It hi Yew&
Greene refused to issue warrants for Arisen• Statesman
the Nest
Product
to
Canned
septionally Good Business CondiORDER AND PASSED.
Someone in almost every town 11
the salaries of the clerks and stenosPossible Advantage.
the United States sells lianford's Bsl.
tions as Seldom:8 ef the Sue'matters who had been employed by
sun of Myrrh. If you can't get it.
Gilbert
The bill authorliies the 001case of the Administration.
Food experts have long been insistwrite 0. C. lianford Mfg. Co.. flYrte
pluvment of • chief clerk, at $1,500
dried
of
tome, N Y
Price 50e and SI 00 Adv, 'Ina upon the importance
per annum; a first clerk and a second
tionator Maretill A.- Smith of Art
beaus, peas, cow peas and ainsii4r
eierkakt - $1,100 Pitch; a third clerk, at suns, arrived recently•st Washington
another
or
one
form
in
legumes,
suit
Its Kind.
$1.0e0; a fourth clerk. at $11131)-• total for the NaNSit111. Jig went to Kentucky,'
"Is your husband's &mire to be ag such foods are an accepted part of the
of five clerks, at the aggregate sal- his native elate, to attend his brothFate
Befalls
Representative
in
Lesley
1111tatOr a trial to your
Moe in most families. In order that
aries of l5,750 per annum. Two steno& er, who has been seriously Ill, said
Pro.
Effort
to
Get
Anti-Screen
"Oh, It is a soar affliction!"
she may make the diet varied. It Is to
repliers, at $1,'140 each per scum;
en Its ?image.
_POW
tImis WS a trip to the Paeillg coliat„
know
to
advantage
the housekeeper's
_11,1InerSa- ens going se tar as Vancouver, 111:4141V-Co.
o s
ograpliere,
—
sueir;-a number of good ways of serving
11304I
-a
at
retisi of five tumble.
Otionirather,
-O
CLEANSE THE PORES
()teasel )"oinkrett eurrepondenc.•
foods, and so the home economics es(
aggregate exstenographers, at an
"The most striking condition that
have
made
department
T.
Frankfort
Representativi John
pens of the
pense of $5,300, also are authorised,
Of Your Skin And Make it Fresh and
some suggestions based upon their blitrphy, Covington, called the serui- which makes a grand total of $11,060 Caine under my observation during my
Clear by Using Cuticurs. Trial Free.
visit West was the great improvestudies of foods and their ogee in the monthly pay bill from the orders of for tha ten assistants.
:neat everywhere in the' business sitthe 'lay and hail it palmed by the vote
home.
When suffering from pimples, blacktuition," said Senator Smith ' Huai
Fresh green lima beans %seen at of 57 to I. Representative Greene
needs, redness or roughness, smear
Would Aid Kentucky.
nese Is booming on the coast and In
their best have a delicate, spicy or protested against having bills taken
the skin with Cuticura Ointment.
Coninitseloner of Roads R r Ter- Ansonia, from where I have had re
pungent flavor, which to some palates, out of their legular order and placed
Then wash off with Cuticura Soap and
rell has communicated with the (loin- ports every day.
Everyttbdy is as
at least, suggests curry, a fairly 'fella ahead of his anti screen bill. The
hot **ter, These super-creamy emclte authorities of the State. requesting busy as tan be. The copper mines
known (any grocer can get it) though house supported Representative Mita
Deets do much for the skin because
them to ask the Kentucky Senators in are working overtime, and Instead of
not very common spice, which is par-, phy and the semi monthly pay bill "as
they prevent pore clogging.
(7tmeress
to support national road aid a low price for copper, as was feared
as
dishes
Representative
Murphy
and
such
reported.
familiar
in
baps most
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Commissioner
Terrell at the beginning of the European war
leaf
elation.
bill.
"curried lamb" or "curried veal." This Treadway spoke. in favor of the
Address postcard, Cuticura. Dept. L,
said the Shackleton' bill would give because copper is contraband, the
suggested the possible use of curry as Representative Lesley opposed it, its
liostou. Sold everywhere.-Adv.
Kentucky approximately $750,000, du- price soared until it reached a record
a seasoning for lima beans, and the daring there is no public demand for
p!icating the Statd-aid funds. The mark, and it looks like Its going to
best
the
such
legieleolein- In one of
tests which have been made gave veryIts Transformation.
/pooches of the _session Represents. bill II RI4 palmed the House. Commis- stay up. In evert other line ot
and
dried
with
results
satisfactory
"Thle," said the messenger sadly as
that the beat canary things are better.
fresh beans. tive Murphy declared that 18,000 or sioner Terrell believed
tie lookert on the broken fern ehich canned as well as with
plan of operation for national aid is
favor
20,000
men
are
united
In
laboring
"This is ail good for the Democratic
beans,
Ilina
had been knocked out tt his hands, When preparing dried
Departments to party.
In the midst of prosperity the
even of the measure. lie was congrain for the State Roads
two
(or
hour
or
an
them
soak
"was mee an article on electricity."
designate the routes subject to the people are certainly not going to talk
and bated warmly after the panting(' of the
dryness,
to
according
longer),
"NVoll, what of it!" asked a oNyNational Bureau of Highways, and
cook until tender. Then add the curry bill, even by those members who suggests three plans for tee-operation, tariff, and they are not going to vote
Candor,
of
Representsmotion
fought
it
The
for a change of administration. I have
one-half
"AO now it la a piece cf current powder (in the proportion of
the national fund, state, county and
teaspoonful (luveli to each pound of live Lesley to take the antlacreen bill abutting property owners or subscrip- no doubt that the . president will be
reelected.
His
and
dried beans)1ubbed into a tablespcmo_ from the orders of the day and put it tion funds to pay a fourth each; the renominated
ful of butter and mixed with a few on its passage was defeated, 46 to -41. government, state and county to par strength among the people is wonderAdd gale- The purpose of taking up the anti-spoonfuls or kot Witer
I have had leading Republicans
a .third each, or the government and
everywhere tell me they intend to vote
and pepper to taste lend cook slowly screen bill at this time was to offer state each to pay half.
for the president.
until the curry flavor is well dis- the eubstitute for it. favored by Governor eitatiley and Attorney General
"I do not know, of course, what the
tributed through the beans.
Report on Williams COOL
-administration program may be reThat the method can also be fol. Wean.
Majority and mtnority reports were garding national defense, but I can
Ringgold, La.-Mrs. S. A. Cotter, of lowed with good results in preparing a
filed by a special committee who in- say that I am in favor of any program
this place, writes: "Win say that I am canned lima beans for the table is of Special Session.
erfectla well and the happiest soul on interest to housekeepers as well as to
That a re-isolation will be adopted vestigated charges against J. E. Wil- that provides for adequate prepared-firth. Wish every pellagra sufferer could the canning clubs,organited as a part
by
the General Assembly before the liams, Republican- judge of McCreary ness, and I believe the people all over
know of your great remedy. I knew low
and for whom close of this session of the legislature county. The majority report sustains the country favor it."
departnientawork
the
of
to appreciate health and sympathize with
the
these that are not so blest as I. Am grow- some special studies of the use of requesting Gov. Stanley to call anaIa the charges and recommende that
ing oronger, gaining in weight and can canned vegetables have been under- Frit session of the legislature to 'con. house send articles of impeachment
Overwhelmed With Prosperity.
do anything I ever could. Oh, I know I taken. In this case, as with dried eider and pass a revenue and taxation to the senate. The minority report,
One of the great trunk-line railroads
am well of that horrible disease, and my beans, the amount of curry powder bill is regarded as certain here. The signed by Representative White, the
has issued notices that it will accept
heart is full of rejoicing. I feel that I
just sufficient to give a deli- resolution- will provide for the election Republican member of the committee, no more
have come out of a dens. cloud into the should be
freight consigned for export
impeachment
pe
that
the
recommends
blamed sunshine. God be praised! He cats flavor. A quarter of a teaspoon- of three members from the House and
for an indefinite time to come. its
has spared my life for some good, and I ful (level) is sufficient for a quart can three from the Senate and the melee- Wien be dismissed.
tracks &re full of loaded care from
.
feel that I have just begun to live."
nOn Of Hie third MetilliFf tre GOV. Stan
of beats.
New Yoh( to Buffalo and hundreds of
draft
committee
to
little
onion
constitute
a
may he ley to
For variety a
There is no longer any doubt that pelthem are hopelusly stalled on side
lagra can be cured. Don't- delay until it used, with or without curry. Cut the a bill to be submitted to the( legisiaLEGISLATIVE NOTES
lines. Other trunk railroads are also
Is too late. It is your duty to consult the onion very fine, cook It in a covered titre. The program is the plan of the
overwhelmed with traffic which le
resourceful Baughn.
stewpan with a little butter and a few Tax League and a( the Bankers' AsThe bill of Senator Huntsman to dammed up and sets back as-far west
The symptoms-bands red like sunburn; tablespoonfuls of water until it is ten- 'iodation. It is thought that the regie
provide for poll tax in third class cit- as the Ohio line.
skin peeling off, sore mouth, the lips,
beans.
_A lm session is too far advanced_now ies passed 26 to 1.
throat and tongue a flaming red, with der. and then add to the
Vats shall hear it said that the roads
Another good combination is canned to consider $ taxation measure that
much mucus and choking; indigestion and
have been starved Into an insufficiency
people.
the
to
would
acceptable
be
lima beans with pimientos or sweet
nausea, either diarrhoea or constipation.
The bill introduced by Senator of facilities to handle the business of
There is hope; get Baughn'e big Free peppers, with or without the addition Any bill passed- providing for the clasappropriation for an ordinary degree of prosperity. This
book on Pellagm and learn about the of the finely-chopped onion, cooked sification of property for taxation Speer calls for an
remedy for Pellagra that has at last been until it IS tender. The pimientos, be- must be submitted to the people for the erection of a reservoir at the Ken- is not the trouble at all. The trouble
Is at the seaboard, and the trouble
tucky Feeble-Minded Institute.
found. Address American Compounding cause of their red color, add to the at- adoption.
there is not an absolute scarcity of
Co., box 2086, Jasper, Ala., remembering
as
well
as
to
of
the
dish
tractiveness
money is refunded in any case where the
shipping but a scarcity relative to exCombs
introduced
a
joint
good-sized
Senator
One-half
of
a
the
flavor.
Kentucky.
University of
remedy fails to cure.--Adv.
port business far surpassing all rec.
pepper, cut into small pieces, is suffiThe name of the State University resolution appropriating $250 for an ords.
Uneasy Seat.
cient for a quart can of beans. Stir is changed to the University of Ken- assistant to the Superintendent of
Our actual exports are running in
"Mt," seal little Alfred, as he into the beans and cook with them tucky by the bill reorganizing the ex- Public Printing during the legislature
value
25 to 35 per cent beyond the
sailor
looked up from his book, "this
long enough to distribute the flavor tension work of the State College of
usual volume of the season.
This
must have been some acrobat!"
through the beans.
Agriculture and revising the entire
John Frost, son of Senator Frost, means that more ship tonnage is of"Why, dear!" queried his mother.
Agricultural Department of the State. was made a page for several days
fering than ever before in spite of the
"Because." replied Alfred, ''it says
Molded Salmon With Celery Salad. introduced in the Senate by Senator without compensation in order that he
tie-up of German shipping and the
in the hook, 'llaviug lit his pipe he sat
Separate salmon into flakes Have Peak, of Trimble county. The univer- might enjoy the privileges of the
great losses and diversions of English
down on hie chest.' -Youth's Com- ready a clear, gelatined mixture, made sity will have fifteen trustees ap- floor.
and French shipping because of the
panion.
by dissolving in two cupfuls and one- pointed by the Governor, one from
war. Upper New York bay is full of
half of boiling water two tablespoon- each of the other Congressional Dia
Notwithstanding the fact that the vessels loading from lighters-vessels
fuls of granulated gelatin which have Wets, and five from the Seventh, only' legislature Is practically on its last
drawn from every quarter of the world
GRANDMA USED SAGE TEA
soaked fifteen minutes in half a cup- three of whom canreside in Fayette lap bills are still being introduced
by high rates and a demand which
DARKEN HER GRAY HAIR ful of cold water. Add one-half.cup- county. One-fifth of the number must
in the, upper branch, six being of- still vastly exceeds this extraordinary
ful of lemon juice. When coolaattir have "been _students et. the univertriq__ fered.
—
supply of any old tonnage that -wit?
Ow Made Up• Mixture of Sage Tea In the flaked fish, together with slices for at least two years. Then there
float.
Color,
Back
Sulphur
to
Bring
and
of hard-boiled egg, previously sea- are six trustees elected by the alumni,
Representative Dowling submitted
Gloss, Thickness.
sor.ed with pepper, salt and onion and the Governor, State Superintend- a petition from residents of Anderson
Republicans in Hard Straits.
Agriculture.
Commissioner
of
ent.
mold.
border
wet
juice. Turn into a
county urging the passage of the bill
Almost everyone knows that Sage To serve, unmold on platter and fill seven members of the Board of AgriAbility
has apparently become a
appropriating $20,900 for the Illiteracy
president of the uniTea and Sulphur, properly compound- center cavity with celery and lettuce culture and
crime in the Republican party. The
CoMmission.
ed, brings back the natural color and dressed with mayonnaise.
Decorate %pretty are ex-officio trustees.
leaders are suspicious of it. The collustre to the hair when faded, streaked edge of platter with email, curving letonel and the rest of the Bull-Moose
The prediction was made by Sen.
or gray, also ends dandruff, itching tuce leaves holding additional mayon- Child-Actor Bill.
herd might resent it. Even Justice
ator
Zimmerman
that
if
the
Lewis
bill
scalp and stops falling hair. Years naise.-From the Delineator.
Hughes is looked upon with more or
Under
certain
conditions
childreu
were enacted into a law, it would tend
ago the only way to get this mixture
less distrust, and about the only acwill be permitted to perform in thea- to unload a real army of unqualified
was; to make it at borne, which is
tive support that he has comes from
English Plum Pudding.
ters in this state if the Robertson bill, and incompetent teachers on the state.
mussy and troublesome. Nowadays.
rolled
men who think it would be a good
quart
one
pound
suet,
One
Senate,
S.
B.
148,
which
passed
the
by asking at any store for "Wyeth's cracker crumbs, one pint flour, one
thrng to prostitute the United States
amends the
24
to
5,
becomes
a
law.
It
A bill seeking to protect railroad
Sage and Sulphur Hair Remedy." you pound currants, one and one-half
court in order to placate
existing child-labor law by permitting companies in the use and enjoyment Supreme
will get a large bottle st the famous pounds raisins, one-half pound citron,
Progressives.
non-resident children under 16 years of their rights by prohibiting the con- the Roosevelt
old recipe for about 60 cents.
Mini Root must have been deeply
one cupful sugar. one-half cupful nio- of age to perform in playhouses of demnation of their property for other
Don't stay gray! Try it! No one lasses. Beat two eggs, pour a little
this state when accompanied by their purposes was offered by Senator Rob toothed by the honeyed_ compliments
can possibly tell that you darkened cold water oveir them, one-fourth teaof Mrs. Depew's speech; but if the New
parents, guardians or tutors. In urg- ertson.
your hair, as it does it so naturally spoonful cassia, one-half allspice, a litYork Republicans have such exalted
ing its passage Senator S. L. Robertand evenly. You dampen a sponge or tle clove, two nutmegs
Mix pretty son, of Louisville, its author called atrespect for Mr. Root, why are they
Bills regulating and defining cetain
soft brush with it and draw this stiff with flour and steam six or seven
tention to the Eddie Foy episode in kinds of co-operative insurance oeLthe afraid to get behind him and make
through your hair, taking one small hours
Louisville recently, when thechildren _mutual plan, and changing the time trim their candidate for president?
strand at a thee, by morning the gray
Sauce for It-One and one-half cup- of the comedian were prevented from
hair disappears, and after another ap- fuls sugar, one tablespoonful butter, going on the stage with their father, orhoTdIng Circuit court in The TwenAre Republicans Afraid of Brains?
plication or two, your hair becomes one teaspoonful flour. Beat to a foam notwithstanding that they were also, ty-ninth district were introduced lay
"We have had great leaders in the
beautifully dark, thick and glossy.- and pour in boiling eater. Flavor to accompanied by their tutor. The bill Senator Montgomery.
past," said Chauncey M. Depew in
Adv.
taste.
passed by a vote of 24 to 5, Senators
Representative Minor's joint resolu- his speech at New York; "we have
Brock, Frost, tille-s, Lewis and Wit-- tion properly observing [he Taath an- great leaders now; but the greatest
Blown Up.
Ethel's Muffins.
llama voting in the negative.
niversary amendment to the Federal of them all is the man who sits right
Groans-My uncle lost his life last
One-half cupful graham flour. °tidReserve act permitting national bank.s here," meaning Elihu Root
Kind
week in an explosion.
iest( cupful bran. one-half cupful rye.. Measure is Tabled.
to establish branches in the city or words, but how many parsnips do
Grins-So! Wife or boiler?
flour,
onewhite
cupful
flour, one-half
By. a vote of 13 tn.9. the Senate county where located, was adopter they butter?
third or one-half cupful cornmeal, oneElihu Root is unquestionably the
tabled
the Lewis bill, S. B. 186, tootu; without dissent.
To Drive Out Malaria half cupful sugar, one teaspoonful salt,
leader In the Republican
And Build Up The System two well-rounded teaspoonfuls baking thorise the -State Board ot Education The creation of a State Art Com- greatest
party. Mentally he towers head and
Take the Old Standard GROVE'S powder, one-third cupful of ground to issue certificates to graduates of
TASTELESS chill TONIC. You know dates. Mix all these ingredients, then normal schools other than the State mission is provided for in a bill of. shoulders above any other Republican;
what you are taking, as the formula is
State Normal fered by Senator Combs. The same yet nobody dares to propose him seone and one-third cupfuls University and the
printed on every label. showing it is add about
teach in the rural schotils Senator offered a bill to amend Sec, riously for president. The Republican
Schools,
to
tableone
egg.
Quinine and Iron in a tasteless form. The of milk, one beaten
without the examination now required tion 786 of the Kentucky Statutes re party is evidently afraid to nominate
Quinine drives out malaria. the Iron spoon melted butter. Bake in moderof teachers. It had been amended to iating to the blowing of whistles and its ablest man.
build.s up the system. so cents
ate oven.
ringing of belts by steam locomoti‘es.
apply only to white leachers.
' Our Policy in Mexico.
Its Advantage.
Cocoa Doughnuts.
CLAIM AID OF STATE ROAD FUND
In Mexico the president has avoided
Interest Bearing Warrants.
"Is there much in this real estate
One egg, threetourth cupful sugar,
Senator Hiles has been making
armed intervention and yet eliminated
bneitieser
one-half cupful sweet milk, one-fourth
Lexington, Ky.-The fiscal court of Iluerta, who, even if not implicated in
effort 7 to pass his bill ptoan
"Oh, yes; there are lots to sell."
spoonful salt, one-fourth teaspoonful
state Fayette county will claim aid to which the murder of Madero, was the tool set
interest-bearing
viding
for
extract cinnamon, two cupfuls flour,
Warrants with fixed date of ma- it is entitled from the state road fund, the men who committed that crime,
For hot grease burns apply Haw two teaspoonfuls baking powder, oneraised to according to a decision reached ,at a and the president has secured the
ford's Balsam lightly until the Bra 111 fourth cupful cocoa. Add :I little more turity. An objection was
bill,
Senator
Hiles ex- recent megfing held. Under the law, nearly 'complete tranquilization of the
The
bill.
the
extracted. Adv.
flour If needed
plained, is indorsed by the adminis- Fayette county may claim not to ex- country under the man who comes
Exactly.
tration, and is agreed upon by the ceed 2 per (fent of the state road fund nearer than anyone else( to represent
,
Cracker Gruel.
bankers of the Mate, iiho had field a for use in the improvement of turn. ilia the constitutional elements in
'Have vou dyed your hair black?"
Two tablespoonfuls cracker (-Hobbs, conference here with Gov. StAnlea .on pikes of the cbunty. and Judge F. ,.X. Mexican riolicies. If the
"That isn't a fair question:.
Republicans
one cupful milk, one-quarter teaspoon- this subject. The bill calls for an Bullock said that this would -amount :think more ought to hare been done.
salt. mix crumbs and mfik and appropriation of $1.200 annually for Oils year to about $15.000. The money,
If a man can afford to sit down and ful
they will have to admit they wish the
cook in double boiler twenty minutes; the treasurer's office, for addilianal In all probabaity, ain't* used en build"
Wait for a golden opportunity to come
nation had been made a party to war.
serve
salt
and
add
trig roads of some improved material
clerk hire.
along he doesn't need it,
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SEES PARTTSUCCESS

Jump from Bed
In Morning and
Drink Hot Water
Tells why everyone shield drink
hoe water 'gbh morning
before breakfast.
Why is man and woman, half the
time, feeling nervous, despondent,
worried; some days beadactiy, dull and
unstrung; some days really Incapaci
tated by illness.
If we all would practiee inside-bath
Mg, what a gratifying change would
take peace instead of thousands of
haltslch ansamlis-lookIng souls with
pasty, muddy complexions we should
see crowds of happy, healthy, rosy
checked people everywhere. The rim:
son is that the human system does not
rid itself each day of all the waste
which It accumulates under our present mode of living For every ounce
of food and drink taken into the system nearly an ounce of waste material
must be carried out, else it ferments
and forms ptomaine-like poisons which
are absorbed WO the blood.
_ Jost as necessary as it is gg Olean
the ashes from the furnace Mick day.
before the lire will burn bright and
hot, so we must each morning clew
the Inside organs of the previous day's
accumulation of indigestible waste and
body toxins. Men and women, wheth.
er sick or well, are advised to drink
each morning, before breakfast, •
glass at real hot water with a hie(
spoonful at limestone phosphate 1n
It, as a harmless means of washing
out of the stomach, liver, kidneys and
bowels the indigestible
material.
waste, soar bile sat toxins, thus
cleansing, sweetening and purifying
the entire alimentary canal before put.
ting more food into the stomach.
Millions of people who had their
turn at constipation, bilious attacks,
acid stomach, nervous days and Sleepless nights have become real cranks
about the morning inside-bith. A quarter pound of limestone phosphate will
not cost much from your druggist or
at the store, but is sufficient to demonstrate to anyone, its cleansing.
sweetening and freshening effect upon
the systetn.-Adv.
Calling a Bluff.
"Mg boart-.40-0.440.41/1441-1114111a "
"That may be. but I know a bolls
•
who can wring it."

SYRUP OF FIGS He
A CHILD'S BOWELS
It is cruel to force nauseating,
harsh physic into a
sick child.
I :
Look back at your childhood days.
Remember the "dose" mother insisted
on-castor oil, calomel, cathartics.
How you hated them, bow you fought
against taking them.
With our children it's different.
Mothers who cling to the old form of
physic simply don't realize what they
do. The children's revolt Is well-founcled. Their tender little "insides" are
Injured by them.
If your child's stomach, Wray and
bowels need cleansing, give only delicious "California Syrup of Figs?' Its
actIOn ti poeitive. Nit gentle. Millions
of mothers keep this harmless "fruit
laxative" handy; they know children
love to take it; that it never fails to
clean the liver and bowels and sweeten the stomach,and that a teaspoonful
given today saves a sick child tomorrow. e
Ask at the store for a 60-cent bottle
of "California Syrup of Figs," which
has full directions for babies, children
of all ages and for grown-ups plainly
on each bottle. Adv.
The instrument.
I want to sweep the cobwebs from
niy brain."
"Why not use a vacuum cleaner?"

Helpless From Kidney Trouble—
Obtains Permanent Relief
I was afflicted about five years with
kidney and bladder trouble; thew-war—
one year during this five years that I was
not able to do any-thing; in fact, I was
helpless. I tried several doctors and
several remedied, and my family doctor
advised me that I would have to be operated on. I was then advised by a lady
friend to try Swamp-Root; after using
seven bottles of Dr. Khmer's SwampRoot I was restored to good health and
have not been bothered with kidney or
bladder trouble for the last ten years. I
cheerfully recommend Swamp-Root to
others -for kidney or bladder trouble.
Yours truly,
MRS. J. R. TURNER,
Hugo, Okla.
212 West Dalton St.
Personally appeared before me this
th day of February, 1915, Mrs. J. R.
who subscribed the above statement and made oath that the same is
true in substance and fact.
J. H. FINCHER,
Notary Public.
Prove What Swamp-Root Will Ds Foe Yee
Send ten cents to Dr. Kilmer & Co,
Binghamton, N. Y, for a wimple size bottle. It will convince anyone. You will
also receive a booklet of valuable information, telling about the kidneys and bladder. Whan writing, be sure and mention
this paper. Regular fifty-cent and onedollar size bottles for sole at all drag
stores.-Adv.
Britiab
from
wood
Greenheart
Guiana is said to 'flattest iron or steel
when used under water.
- Freda the bulldog's point of view tfili
Is a very gearrelsome old world.
Insolvency cripples a great spirtL
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STILL EFFECTIVE STOCK RAISERS.
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Comc to Paducah on
the 29th -to see the
San Carlo Grand
Opera Company in
"Cavalcra Rusticana
at Kentucky Theatre.
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Lace
Waists %% ith the deep
frills and Jabots $230,$3-.50, $5. Tub Silks,
plain and stripes. $24
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Washington, D. C. March 2.—
le the distribution of pure
iADIES GARME N
A ill-Weeding stetement.htus re bred live Stock in communities
contly bevome current in rewss .seeking to improve both the quadPaPere 0( the MleeiseiPPi VoileE:ity of the animal produc:d - ird
\
.1 I 1:t \
;a1nd elsewhere, to the effect that the prevailing customs of live
1'.11)1"C a I I. l<V.
Abe Department of Agriculture stock husbandry, the county live
-W suspended the. enforcement 'lock association plays an t'sonof the Federal"regulations under:tial and important part. No eonsthe Migratory Bird Law and tor's munity can hope to attain gen. tills means- Imis
soertiaereral and substantial asi vette.men. under-State laws, to shoots-tient in agriculture and live
wild fowl the coming spring
stock raising sithout active muUnder the Federal regulations tug era-operation on the leek- -esf
as they now stand, the season those interested. The local
.
on all migratory wild fowl im gemination furnithee the Co op.
closed until next auturn through- erative medium. The county as.
out the United Statue. Vctioral sedation. as•community, enainspe_ctors and_waniens are re- btva itUITI4Mlber11-10 - interest
cxck11.1it
t
itable titat.eriak
,Ilect t
,
AI
tit the tn
(wired, and. other! interested in, breeders-of acknowledged integateeignie
- inrluding:the mole-tail- --of:if-rencts
featuring-copies
niedeta:
and
are rity in distant sections to supply
the- protection 0?
tisti:ti popular prieess
c,_11cclia,_
_Cloth
- -Yequested to- report= to the De- the-locat-sdemand for breeding
piatment of Agriculture all cas- animals through the agency of.
.S4 violations_ uf the regul•t4ocaLaeshug.alas,_priailntike_
---that_prowr ace-directed-under-the stuflp:ee4 of
ton may be _taken.
.the county organization: • The
-The Depaitinent.h! AftyWft- best Urea efttie- breeds is . thus
thiutually attractive assortnwnts, reproduction-1_01 imported aludeja_
tureAta-no - powiti7-ttv7•uspirra brought prat-El-catty- to the srIn
all tho newest colors and Materiats, including. Taffeta--,--ere -Do'
the low or- to- -pardauZi-re1ationi-mer4 409r amfacred to -I 0
en ansT Sinree
—Chine, Georgettr,----Ofiffe,
of the regulate-one. Doubtless his Own prices and upon his own
- tha erraneoua impresssions on berme. The
Which the_ newspa_per.sta_tements_bejs_ purchasing and_bz_ii_the.
are based, has grown oitpf the -beet judge of whether he_lis- getpentacy of litigatiure.invelving ting value returned .ibnis in.
the constitutionality of the Act vestment.
of Congress approved March 4, The traffic department of..-the.
- Smart Street C,)at.:t Whipror.l. Star Check-. it' livia 'N.alma: Vet:ow (lea
l'oplina. Gabardine, rordad Velour and Chine
'it meat iti
Cbattanooza and St.
ebilki. ale, c.,.at- 'al:ratite:1 and Faille. (Inc of
111,14.- .Ittprultett,i+ c:
, itt1•1 the Nice., art- 1.,..8t-r
tions were promulgated. Tbe Louis RailiVily has been actively
teeter Federal courtsdisagreed :engsew-d
formany _years in.pion.
as to the validity of the statute eer Work- of prompting and fosareallealleantagralk-TILW:.:71.54ac1=',11111r".../Mr..Vellallralteallat;r31=161E:-:
and the issue was carried to the tering improved agrituieund ayrdSupreme COurt of the United live stock husbandry in the tercelebrated his 80th - States: The ca€13 Wa5 argued_ in ritory served hi ita lines. and in the_ mduct of sales by the arY__1_6
.
Li
Mc Pool preaah BACiACIIE
.Mrn.
birthd
mbers
... __:,- the Supreme Court in October, the-unqualitied success attending asaociationa. atilt _the_
• ed at 11 a. se after whiehrall en
1.815, but has not been decided. ita .flarts thinntirh -r;ii;onarsiti_co. have been ank-aren.operating
—MN
114
- Following the rower court decis- organizations verifies the view 111.11YinPlith-efielad-37—'I'rr7.'37.er
'
l
fr-r-r"11317111-1—
conect
td.1.4.:r
preaching for inare than than a constant backache. Iie
baen
has
,
improved
promoting
ts.iutt, co:ot.ined
ions, congress appropriated mon-. just expressed. The initial work view or
hard
to
work
er
to
Back
rest
years. May he tei'joy the blessfor the purpose of continuing of the company in community ,anethOds in live stock breeding 10 i.f auts1 health_far_ masiaLlsche often indicates badAidneys
with
the enforcement of the-laW;.- The betterment in live stuck produC-.111,
"
imet44 e--iniz - -theugh
18
,44hehl
,• and calls for prompt treatinent.'
eese-Orto*a.practical co operation' years is our wish...
is,ton L.„._was the organizing, with -,__i_
department of agriculture
_ . _
t_The__Ix.et_reaemmendesi___remedy . ,
it,
,
. boundii-ki'report to the depart-lit -ald-tifothers, of a conimuei...-i'n"
8-4.iltributiun -of-iure -bred' Avirfa'Joe'eeisialla—it ril'itlitg14 Daan's Kidney Pills. Profit by
ment-of-justice violations of the ty-live stock association in every fI breeding stock. iiiili It is coneed-: her- mother, Mrs. Robert Hall, this nearby resident'e-experience:
•O•rtware the choice of
, regulations if the supreme court county traversed. Wheitc stuff'.:ed that theloc4 live-stock 14.40- l and other relatives in the coun- L.
--dit-c-rfintirtOraiti404tett.
ril
Inachinill
may
C
'
--Ch--"Yrwit
-4
Watalty-ect_ _w1th , ty. -114-lome ie near Pailueah.4
Thu+ Mune-to-44y dacut
ebould declare the law constitu- sieree_ateeeeeffaakei40-64',.irapiletailiOn
van St., Paris, Tenn , says:"My'
for the heaviest grade of
tional. All persons should,there- rant a public sale, breeders 0f equal efficiency and mutual help , Mrs. Lewellen Skinrer, of Pa-:back was weak and ached ternplate.aodexquisitebeauty
of pattern.. u.surict long
fore, be warned of the danger acknowledged reliability were in both handling the business of ilte:ah. is vioUting brothers andi
Were
The
-kidney
secretions
anti sat-1
yew' of
induceab
they incur from failure to
tsfacyn.l. Its ce-:•ariabltt
tocontributestock to,live Stoat fanning and market- sistersin this section. Mrs.-Skin- too frequent and painful in pastrig
breeding
the product of the
durability has %..on
er and her huebaed, the late W. sage and I hia-to get up at night.
by the regulations.
the sale, and done but registerthe popular title ,
establishment.
left
this
Skinner,
county
11.
seved animals of a popular breeding
rt.ofe
Daan's Kidney Pills rid me of
State Of Ohio, city of To'. do.
1;141 ;4'earr."
- eral years ago, going west. They the trouble and I haven't been
I.PM.
type was allowed to be offered ,
River Hills.
Sdei Ly feWhz•
Lucas county
-mlater came back t o Paducah bothered much since.
for sale. Many of the associa- :
..
u
S•
Frank J. Cheney inakei-Nsti-- that tions thus organized have been
where Mr. Skinner died the past Price 50c. at all dealers. Don't
Mr. 811asVaughn and wife are
21.4
he is senior partner of tne firm of
year, leaving a laage family to simply ask for a kidney remedy
all;ettn.s.
distributing, through On the sick list.
F. T. Cheney &CO.. doii g t retness active in
Imirreloair•erto.,
In the -cipy •f--Toledo,- -county -and _auctien_eale3,breedin animals There lima been somereal era--;mourn his loss. T' - have many —get-Doan!e.-Kidney Pills—the
i relati eel in-this taionty, Mrs.
Ibralsa,Cr.as.
State aforesaid', and that said firm of, unquestioned _merit among tate transfers in thia
Realest:; Skinner being a e aghter of same that Mr.Ciaypool had. Foswill pay the sum -of ONE HI- their members. Indeed, in the
ter-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo,,
DBE)) DOLLARS for midi and counties traversed by the Nash- the Miller brothers selling to S. Harrison Falwell ant wife, who N. Y.
L. Evans and J. C..C.hilders.
*Very ease of catarrh thatoannot-be ville,
_died about al_ years_ago of a
and
St.Louis
Chattanooga
cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh
The writer thinks it a
pox. She is a sisterof J. M., Or Bucy Pros. guarantee every,the coming of Christ woad- not
FRANK .1. CHE*EY. Railway, substantially 3,000 head thingifor any *ho does notgood
Cure.
own better known as Fat Joe Falwell; package of Hess Stoek Tonic and be delayed. Mr. Moody is a
Sworn to before me and subscrib- of registered breeding animals
good speaker and there is a gened in my presence. this 8th day of have been distributed in recent land to buy, if only asmall place Mrs. Skinner will probably never Poultry Panacea. Not as good
eral
desire that he be heard ots
as
any,
but
the
best.
2174
December A. D. 1888.
move back to Calloway.—Ho
Bo.
years. through the medium of they can call home.
_
I-the other subjects upon which
(Seal)
A. W.OL'EASON.
Abut 150 people gathered at
Another Crack-Brain Explodes.
Lynn Grove Happenings.
Notary Publit. approximately 50 auction sales.
he has prepared lectures. —Hoparisen
Howard
Morgans
on
Februinstant
has
friction
Bro.
no
In
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken In! kinsville Kentuckian.
Mr. C. D. Moody, who lecturternally, and acts directly upon_ the
Harris Paschall is 'slowly reEggs That Will Hatch.
blood and mucous surfaces of the
covering from a serious illness ed at the First Baptist church
system. Send for testimonials free.
last Sunday, is a commercial You want eggs that will hatch..
of pneumonia.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
The little son of Albert How- traveler and the son of a minis- You sv.int these chicks to grow
Bold by all druggist. The.
ter. His venerable father, Rev, and thrive and ripen into mature
Take Hall's Family Pills for coni ard is right sick of diptheria.
J. B. Moody, sat on the stand ity in the earliest possible time.
stipatiun
Haus Story and wife visited
with him while the son spoke at These chicks are made-in the
Sam Anders Sunday.
Relatives in Calloway. .
night to one of the largest audi- shell
If the parent stock is ir.
Mrs. Roberts, of Hardin, is the ences ever crowded into the
a
weakened
condition, how can
Mr. William J. Crisp, know'n
guest of T. M. Jones and family church. Mr. Moody lectured in
you
expect
to get fertile eggs
as "Uncle Billie" to his intimate
this
Eawr•neeeskt.Ray
the morning on"The great Qom- and strong sturdy chick.
a B. A.
friends, died on Wednesday afand family of Se- mission." At night his subject
Thomas'
Poultry
Remedy
tones
ternoon of last week- about two
dalia, were the guests of Scudder was the third-of a-series of lee. up
the
system
of
fowls,
puts
o'clock at his home on Little
50c per Month and Up
Galloway Sunday.
_ -tures on Christ. "The Second them in condition to lay,
thereby
river in Trigg Furnace district,
Dr. Miller and family. of Pry- Comig of Christ" was the themej prodecieg velee that are fertile
sever. miles west of Cadiz. He
orsburg, are visiting relatives and Mr.- Moody- made the predic- and will make chicks that
live
had been
for a month or more
1,09n that this would come to pass and grow.
near here this week.
We
guarantee
it.
Sexwith gripp and other complicaJ. M. Neal has purehased the within five years. He said the ton Brothers are distributors kr
tions, and--for- several -days beprophecies were being fulfilled Murray and
T. M. Jones "old Ellie" to.
vicinity. fore- his death had been uneenone
by one and that upon' the
—
There
will
be
singing
at
Salem
scious.
Itching• torturing skin - eruecOnclusion
of the present world
Everybody
--..
Sunday
afternoon.
--Mr. Crisp was born in Stewart
disfigure., annoy,
one
war, the Jews would return to tions
wita. Doan's °lamentdrive
nvited.
is praiscounty, Tenn.,.in 1836, and i
Palestine and this would fulfill ,
i ed for its good work. 50c_ at all
Bill Jones aecl wife-visited at
had lived until the fourth f
the last -o
-of the prephecies and stores.
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Telephones
on Farms
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If there is no telephone on your

farm write for our—free booklet
telling how you rilay get service at
small cost.
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"Taps Oaks From Little Acorns Grow"

Cumberland Telephone
and Telegraph 'Company
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Sexton Brothers, : Mtiriay, Kentucky...
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